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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General

Kazakstan is a constitutional republic with a strong presidency. Throughout most

of 1995, Kazakstan had no legislature; the country was governed through decree by the

President and the Cabinet Ministers. President Nursultan Nazarbayev, initially elected in

1991 to a five year term as President, is the country's central political figure. In April

1995, his term was extended by referendum to the year 2000. A new constitution was

adopted, also by referendum, in August 1995, that concentrates power in the presidency,

permitting it to dominate the parliament, judiciary and local government. Parliamentary

elections were held in December 1995.

The President is the head of state. He is also the commander-in-chief of the

armed forces and may veto legislation that has been pa sed as Kazakstan's head of

government. There are also several deputy prime ministers (the number is not fixed), 20

ministers, and 19 chairmen of state committees.'

Kazakstan bas a bicameral parliament, comprised of a lower house (the Majilis)

and upper bouse (the Senate). Forty members of the Senate are indirectly elected by

members of the regional assemblies; the remaining seven are appointed by the

President. The 67-seat Majilis is popularly-elected. The December 1995 parliamentary

elections were considered to have been an important, albeit flawed, step on Kazakstan's
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road to democracy. Majilis deputies and the government both have the right of

legislative initiative. In September 1996, Majilis deputies, for the fIrst tim , proposed

several draft laws; prior to that time, all legislation considered by the parliam nt had

been proposed by the government.2

Kazakstan is divided into 14 provinces (oblasts) and the territory of the capital,

each of which is headed by a governor (akim) appointed by the Prime Minister. Ther

are also city and village governments.

Background

General Kazakstan, a young Republic, declared its sovereignty in October

1991. International cooperation is playing an increasingly important role in the

development of this new country. In 1991 Kazakstan became a member of the United

Nations; it has since also joined numerous other economic, political, and cultural

organizations. The human potential of Kazakstan is one of its greatest assets. The

realization of this potential is a priority for a country striving for economic

independence. The period of economic transition must be accompli hed by radical

social reforms.

Theoretical Framework Kazakstan became independent at a time when the

country was undergoing a systemic crisis caused primarily by the disintegration of the

Soviet Union and the ensuing transition from a centrally planned economy to a market

economy. On the political front, a battle was waged against domination by the party

bureaucracy, in the interest of achieving a basis for ideological and political pluralism.
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Political implications in the short, medium and long term make up the ub tance

of the current debate. An increasing number of politicians have become aware of the

fact that the criteria for the success of a given program lies in the extent to which it can

foster and safeguard opposition. This should, however, not be con trued to mean that

the existing realities in Kazakstan are being ignored or that the relevant capacities of the

emerging and the "old" democracies are taken as commensurate.

Statement of the Problem

Evaluation of government policies should include public response as an

element. There was a discussion on "the relations of pressure groups, their influence on

public opinion; their mutual relationship" during a round-table conference held by the

International political Science Association at the University of Pittsburgh, September 9-

13, 1957. Professor Blaisdel said that:

interest groups attempt to affect the climate of public opinion, using all means of
public relations, and these have grown tremendously in the United States. It is
within the normal activity of all major interest groups to have a highly organized
public relations staff. However, the interest group does not primarily try to affect
public opinion per se, but for another goal - to obtain favorable decision from
the executive, legislative or judicial branch of government.

Professor Heckscher added that:

if a given pressure group is acting through a political party, public relations
activities will be moderate, since, otherwise, the group would get little sympathy
from an opposing political party, it will give increased attention to its public
relations. Thus the structure of political parties may determine how important
public relations are for interest groups.
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A crucial issue of this study is whether or not much interaction can provide a

meaningful basis for the stable development of opposition. Within a multi- tbnic

society, the intent and implementation of such policies are important.

An overall analysis would require an asses ment of domestic political structures

(political parties, interest groups or social movements) and how well political pluralism

is practiced. It offers possibilities for a comparative analysis of the opposition in Russia

and Kazakstan.

A potentially significant direction for research would be the study of the

evolving political system and opposition both in Russia and Kazakstan, and their

correspondence to the provisions of the Constitution and other laws and statutes. Of

similar importance would be the use of an internationally accepted methodology for use

in the area of political parties and interest groups analysis that deals with the

identification of current problems and the relevant political action taken hy different

groups toward their resolution.

Purpose of the Study

Under the conditions of acute social and economic crisis in which Kazakstan

found itself in 1991, defining the directions for future development and reform of the

country's political system is very important. A conceptual model was provided by

President Nursultan Nazarbayev in his "Strategy for Growth and Development of

Kazakstan as an Independent State" (1992): the creation of an open society and a

democratic, peaceful, nuclear-free state. The major constituents of the new order are to
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be a strong presidential republic, the upholding of human rights and civil lib rtie , a

climate of political and ideological pluralism, and a tate policy providing for stable

civil peace and inter-ethnic harmony.3

This thesis is an attempt to understand how the opposition forces were being

formed and to evaluate whether Kazakstan today has a strong or weak oppo ition when

comparing to those of Russia.

The data obtained under this research can be used to raise questions regarding

the political parties, interest groups, or social movements, particularly the issues of their

influence. The findings of the study may add to scholarly discussions on the objectivity

in the politics as well.

Methodology

General The research method of this study is one of the techniques of

comparative analysis. This technique provides a method of comparing according to a

certain scale used in political science. "Statistics. A Tool For Social Research" by

Joseph F. Healey suggests that the most basic and the only universal measurement

procedure is to classify cases into the established categories of a variable. AJI

measurement involves classification as a minimum. In nominal measurement,

classification into categories is the only measurement procedure permitted. The

categories themselves are not numerical and can be compared to each other only in

terms of the number of cases classified in them.4 Variables measured at the ordinal level

are more sophisticated than nominal-level variables because, in addition to continuing
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the number of cases in a category, we rank. the cases with respect to each other. Not only

we can say that one case is different from another; we can also say that one case is

higher or lower, more or less than another.5 The major limitation of the ordinal level of

measurement is that a particular score represents only position with respect to some

other score. We can distinguish between high and low scores, but the distance between

the scores cannot be described in precise terms. 6 Issues concerning the opposition force

of Kazakstan and Russia will be examined using the strong - weak scale. Issue

evaluating overall influence of political parties, interest groups, or social movements on

Kazakstan population will be examined using 5 point scale.

Research Hypotheses The research premise is that Kazakstan is considered to be

a new democratic-oriented country. From 1991 to 1994, the political system in

Kazakstan developed rapidly to accommodate a balance of power, a state ideology, and

a development strategy, while the institutions needed for building a civil society were

undergoing correspondingly radical transformations. Thi process was accompanied by

the emergence and strengthening of the various political parties which were beginning

to form a constructive opposition to the executive power. 7

Research Framework Three major political structures namely political partie,

interest groups, and social movements were selected for this project. The period covered

in the study was December 23, 1991 (the fonnation of the Commonwealth of

Independent States out of the wreckage of the old USSR) until the present. Countries

selected for this research are Kazakstan and Russia.

Research Objectives The goal of this study is to find out whether Kazakstan

received more democratic orientation, or obtained political pluralism with reference to
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the issues of political opposition . In doing so, the study will attempt to att t to the

accuracy of research hypothesis and to compare contemporary oppo ition forces of

Kazakstan and Russia. This study will also focus on how strong or weak those forces

are.

Significance of Study

The growth of social activity in the country and the availability of a structured

political opposition provided a fresh impetus to the process of democratization in the

area of the legislative and executive branches of the government. Radical institutional

reforms of the government have taken place from the top to the very bottom. Significant

authority has been extended to local administration heads as well as to managers of state

enterprises. The development of the required legal framework, on the other hand, was

hampered, by the basicaUy low professional qualifications of a number of members of

parliament, (which opted for self-dissolution in December 1993). In the context of the

present study, this event marked the end of the one-party election system; a new

Election Code was enacted soon afterwards, which provided for the possibility of

holding elections on a multi-party basis.

This study will investigate if political parties, interest groups, or socia1

movements were active during the election campaigns (the 1995 Parliament Elections in

Kazakstan and the 1996 Presidential Election in Russia). It wUl give a clear picture of

how the opposition mayor may not influence the policy-making decisions. This study
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Russia.

Limitations

This study will employ the comparative analysis method which is somewhat limited in

regard to issues in the political science, for the investigator usually will not have

detailed data on the interested issues.

Furthermore, one will find out that there was little primary data available to

cover the material. Unfortunately, not all figures were available to present detailed

information regarding certain tables such as number of seats held in oblasts, etc.

However, the research is focused on identifying how strong or weak the emerging

oppositions of Kazakstan and Russia are, what are their differences and similarities.

Outline of the Reminder of the Thesis

In this thesis, Chapter II contains the comparative parties literature review thal

defines the criteria and gives the indicators of a strong opposition. Chapter ill covers

methodology to be used in the study (description of comparative analysis, data

collection). Chapter IV discusses findings and gives the analysis of the data. Chapter V

contains a summary and conclusions that were accumulated from the research.
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ENDNOTES

I Country Commercial Guide: Kazakstan. February 1997
http://www.ltaiep.uoc.gov/bisnis/country/kzcc3.htm

2 Ibid .,2.

3 Kazakstan Human Development Report
I997. undp/org/undp/rbec/nhdrlkazakstan/chapter5. htm#5. 2

4 Statistics. A Tool For Social Research. Joseph F. Healey, Belmont, California, 1984,7.

5 Ibid., 8.

6 Ibid., 9.

7 Kazakstan Human Development Report
I997.undp/org/undp/rbec/nhdrlkazakstan/chapter5.htm#5.2., p.7.
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CHAPlER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Definition In "Political Parties: Their Organization and Activity in the Modern

State" (1963) Maurice Duverger says that "a party is not a community but a collection

of communities, a union of small groups dispersed throughout the country (branches,

caucuses, local associations, etc.) and linked by coordinating institutions. The term

"basic elements" is used for these component units of the party organization". \

Furthermore, M. Duverger says that "parties are distinguished by the nature of

their organization (not by the doctrine, platform, social composition). A party is a

community with a particular structure"z.

According to Duverger, the strength of the party measures by

]) members

2) voters

3) parliamentary seats. 3

Parties are influenced by their origins: the electoral and the parliamentary. There

is a creation of parliamentary groups, then the appearance of electoral committees.

In words of Peter Mair, "Max: Weber addressed himself to the question of

'politics as a vocation'. His theme was the new professionalism of politics, within that

theme he had particular emphasis on the emergence of the modern mass party.4 For

Weber, the contrast with past political organization was profound:
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[T]he most modern forms of party organizations stand in sharp contrast to [the]
idyllic state in which circles of notables and, above all, member of parliament
rule. These modern forms are the children of democracy, of mass franchi e, of
the necessity to woo and organize the masses, and develop the utmost unity of
direction and the strictest discipline.5

Furthermore, Peter Mair continues that "subsequent cholarship was to confirm

the pervasiveness of this transformation and its inevitable association with the extension

of democratic rights. Mass participation came to mean mass parties, and for many

observers, including Schattschneider,6 it appeared that modern democracy itself was

'unthinkable save in terms of parties'. A brief check-list of the functions normally

associated with parties? underlines their essential role: parties structure the popular vote,

integrate and mobilize the mass of the citizenry; aggregate diverse interests; recruit

leaders for public office; and formulate public policy."s

The pervasiveness of mass party organization noted by Weber, was underlined in

Duverger's comparative study of parties and party systems. Like Weber, Duverger

linked the development of the mass party to the extension of democratic rights, arguing

that mass enfranchisement had led to the replacement of cadre parties by mass parties. 9

Duverger associated this transformation primarily with the left, arguing that the need to

secure financial resources made it particularly imperative for socialist parties to develop

a mass organization. Parties of the right, on the other hand, which enjoyed the support

of wealthy backers and clients, could still afford a more cadre-type organization.

Peter Mair says that "what was even more important, however, was the impact

which this had on the stabilization of mass electorates: as Sartori has argued, 'critical

factor in altering the nature of a party system and bringing about its structural

consolidation is the appearance of the mass party'. 10 Through the encapsulation of
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sections of the mass electorate, and through the inculcation of political identiti which

proved both solid and enduring, the mass party became the agency by which political

hehavior was structured, and by which partisan stability was en ured. Political choice

developed into political identity as a result of political organization; in this fashion, th

party systems themselves were consolidated." II

According to Graham K. Wilson, interest groups were part of the substance of

real politics and the study of interest groups would bridge the gap between the study of

politics and the study of society. Greater knowledge of interest group activity would

contribute to debates whether power is concentrated or widely dispersed. His definition

of an interest group "it is an organization which seeks or claims to represent people or

organizations which share one or more common interest<; or ideals".12

Henry W. Ehrman wrote that "the groups recruit feelings and opinions (even if

they do not always "enlarge the heare, as de Tocqueville hoped they would). Through

them individual and organized behavior has its effect on governmental institutions just

as the forms of authoritative decision-making determine group structure and strategy". 13

Classifying the factors which give interest groups effective access to the

institutions of government, David Truman distinguishes (1) factors relating to a group's

strategic position in society, (2) factors associated with the internal characteristics of the

group, and (3) factors peculiar to the governmental institutions themselves. 14

It is suggested that such a classification, although form ulated in regard to

American politics, has its place in a cross-national or even cross-cultural consideration

of group activities; it remains to be determined, it is true, whether (and which) other

factors are particularly important in non-Western countries. IS
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Patterns of Opposition In' Party Systems and Patterns of Opposition" (1966)

Robert Dahl suggested that "opponents of a government may display varying degre of

organizational cohesion; they may all be concentrated in a ingle organization, for

example, or they may be dispersed in a number of organizations operating

independently of one another." (p.296).

Furthermore, he continues that "probably in no country, and certainly in no

democratic country, are all the active opponents of government ever concentrated in one

organization. If we concern ourselves with political parties, however, the situation is

rather different." (p.296). According to Dahl, a political party is the most visible

manifestation and one of the most effective forms of opposition in a democratic country.

He wrote that the extent to which opposition is concentrated depends on the party

system of a country. Dahl suggested that although genuine one-party systems probably

cannot exist except where governments prohibit opposition parties, in a few countries

where key civil liberties are by no means wholly impaired, as in Mexico, a single party

has enjoyed a near monopoly of votes, or, as in lndia, of parliamentary seats. Dahl says

that

in each of these countries, although some opposition is concentrated in small
parties, a good deal of opposition operates as factions within the dominant party.
The highest degree of concentration of opposition exists in two-party systems,
where the out-party has a substantial monopoly of the opposition. In multiparty
systems, opposition is likely to be dispersed among several parties.

Dahl thinks that

it might be reasonable to consider mutliparty systems as the natural way of
government and oppositions to manage their conflicts in democracies, while
two-party systems, whether resembling the British pattern or the American, are
the deviant cases... .In addition to the number of important parties, concentration
has yet another dimension. Parties themselves vary enormously in internal unity,
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as measured, for example, by the way their members vote in parliament; what is
formally a single opposition party may in fact disintegrate into a member of
factions. ... How competitive an opposition is dep nd partly on how
concentrated it is.

Dahl says in this case 'competitive' refers to the way in which the gains and

losses of political opponents in elections and in parliament are related.

Dynamics of the Parties of Kazakstan

The political system of Kazakstan has quickly passed through the initial stages

of its evolution. A whole range of political views on the country's social, political, and

economic situation and ways out of this crisis have emerged. Thus, these concerns

became the primary motivation for changes that have been made with respect to state

structure and the direction chosen in developing the political system. The issue of

economic reform has given way to social concerns because of their extreme urgency.

With the collapse of the totalitarian system in the USSR, there began to appear

new political parties and social movements in Kazakstan. This marked the transition

from a one-party system to a multi-party one.

According to the current literature (Babakumarov E., Buluktayev U.,

Kusherbayev K., "Kazkastan Segodnya: Mir Politicheskikh Partii' , [Kazakstan Today:

The World of Poltical Partiies], Almaty, 1995, p.77), there are more than 500 social

unions officially registered in Kazakstan as of 1995. But not all of them are the subjects

of the political system. When one is to look at the definitions of political parties, it its

necessary to distinguish between a political party and a political movement. A political

movement does not have an organizational structure and a political program. A round-
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table conference held by the International Political Science Association at the University

of Pittsburgh, September 9-13, 1957 had a special discussion concerning the e issues.

Professor Leiserson suggested to distinguish between the intere t group sy tern and the

party system.

We must seek to specify the relationship of interest groups to other form of political
action as well as to the larger political system, and must develop adequate model for
understanding the internal structure and function of interest groups as well as the
relationship between interest groups, parties and government.

Professor Neumann suggested that

pressure groups are the representation of homogeneous interesL<; seeking
influence. The interest group is strong and effective when it has a directed,
specific purpose. Political parties, on the other hand, seeking office and directed
towards policy-decisions, combine heterogeneous groups. In fact it is one of
their major themes to reconcile the diverse forces within a political society.
There is an integrative function which is not in the domain of the interest groups.

Professor Neumann's definition seems to be that interest groups do not openly put up

candidates for public office while parties do. When a party ceases to put up candidates,

it ceases to be a political party. To Raymond Awn a political party is

"a regular and permanent organization or a certain number of people concerned
with either conquering power or keeping it".

Such a definition inspired by Max Weber's analysis of politics.

It is also important to distinguish from those one calls a pressure, or an interest

group. An interest group is not eager to conquer a power, it wants to posses an influence

over those who have power. A party is an organized group of adherents who represent

an interest of social groups and has a goal to bring about through power conquest and

corresponds to a long-term party criteria. 16 Jean Meynaud described pressure groups as
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association of various judicial forms which upon the basis of common goals or
attitudes endeavor to impose a certain number of positions and demands by all
means at their disposal, but especially by pressure on the public authorities.

Professor Finer has defined interest groups thus:

all groups or associations which seek to influence public policy in their own
chosen direction, while declining direct responsibility for ruling the country.

The Origin and the Nature The origin and the functioning of political parties and

social movements are stipulated by the social stratification of both Russian and Kazak

societies. It is also explained by a presence of many social, class, and ethnic groups who

have their own interests, and demands which they would like to fulfill.

A new model of the social structure formation process is going on now in Russia

as well as in Kazakstan. It is stipulated by system changes in all spheres of social life.

There was a transition from a one-party communist regime to "liberal communism" in

1985-1989. 17 Furthermore, the republic of Kazakstan has announced its sovereignty.

The contemporary parties of Kazakstan are to be subdivided into political

panies and organizations. They have become successors of previous institutions such as

the Social Party of Kazakstan, the Communist Party of Kazakstan, and Alash. They all

have a set of common features. When comparing them with the other parties, one finds

strong centralization, party discipline, and solidarity.

A set of partie. and political organizations, especially of national-democratic

block were created. Some parties merged, and some parties split.

When analyzing a party structure, it is useful to look at its party statute (Ustav).

Knowing the statutes of the Social Party of Kazakstan, the People's Congress of

Kazakstan, the Communist Party of Kazakstan, Alash, and the Republic Party of
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Kazakstan, it is possible to conclude that they are more stable hierarchic organization .

They work hard to achieve their goal, which is to come to power. Their internal

structures are the following: a leader, a bureaucratic apparatus, the active members, the

masses of the party, and the sympathizers. The Social Party of Kazakstan is the mo t

organized party due to the experience of its members.

Typology When analyzing party typology, it is important to point out that the

process of party development is not yet completed. There are complex processes that go

on. Its dynamic constantly changes.

A "new" party that appeared after 1995, such as the Democratic Party of

Kazakstan has a significant number of members. This party has an established structure

all over the republic, and a significant influence among the social layers of society. II

allows to impart this party with the features of mass parties. Simultaneously, the

Democratic Party has a party cadre-like function features. 18 Those are a presence of

celebrities, a rest on professional politicians, an orientation toward election function

execution, i.e. an organization of election campaign, and a creation of its ideological

background.

All features of party institutions mentioned above arc witnessing the complexity

and contradictory of its qualitative indexes. Not all parties and organizations have

determined its organizational structures. Yet, those are to be altered from time to time.

Nevertheless, there are a few models that political parties might fit in to.

First of all, it is a communist model main principles of which were stated by

Lenin in "Chto Delat'?" ("What Is To Be Done?") (the Communist Party and the Social
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Party). What Is to Be Done?, long regarded as the key manual of communist action, is

containing Lenin' s famous dissection of the Western idea of the political party along

with his own concept of a monolithic party organization devoted to achieving the goal

of dictatorship of proletariat. Henry M. Christman comments: "What Is to Be Done?,

Lenin's major work on Bolshevic organization and discipline, was published in the

spring of 1902. In this work, Lenin directs special attention to three issues, which he

describes as "The character and the principal content of our political agitation, our

organizational tasks, and the plan of setting up, simultaneously, and from all sides, a

militant, all-Russian organization.,,19 In What Is to Be Done?, Lenin clearly defines his

concepts of Bolshevik organization. As he specifies, the basic Bolshevik movement is

not a movement of workers, or a movement of intellectuals, or a combination of the

two; rather, it is an authoritarian organization of dedicated professional revolutionaries,

individually recruited from among workers and intellectuals. According to Lenin, the

only real role of the Bolshevik movement is Lo plan for, work for, and execute

revolution. Lenin believed, that revolutiun must carefully and systematically planned

and carried through; he scorned those who anticipated "spontaneous" revolution hy the

people themselves.

Second, an electoral parties. Its main task is to organize a pre-election campaign

of candidates. As parties they exist during the elections (the Social Democratic Party of

Kazakstan). Also the Democratic Party of Kazakstan is characterized as the party of

reform. The other main goal is to guarantee stability in Kazastan. It demands the

development of a market economy, and the privatization of industrial and agricultural

. 20
enterpnses.
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Third, a parliament model party that adheres to parliament form of work (the

People's Congress of Kazakstan, the Union of People's Unity of Kazakstan, the

Republic Party of Kazakstan and "new" parties). The People's Unity Party is a large

organization, consisting of 28, 000 members in 800 organizations found throughout the

14 regions of the republic. This party has declared its intention to create a political block

with progressive democratic parties of Kazkastan such as the People's Congress, the

Democratic Party, and the Agricultural party. The aim of the People's unity Party is to

help with the development of a democratic society in Kazakstan and to address the

economic crisis. This party aspires to the status of a governmental party. The People's

Unity nominated 54 candidates to the Majilis (the lower house - House of

Representatives) during the 1995 parliamentary elections, and only 38 of them were

allowed to register by the government. The People's Congress has refrained from ethnic

politics, proclaimed the priority of the individual, and supported the development of a

market economy, business development, and the creation of Eurasian unity. Despite the

party's opposition to the takeover of power by the State Committee on the Extraordinary

Situation in Moscow during the putsch of 1991, the People's Congress has been

criticized from its inception as being an artificial organization, created by the president

in order to ensure safe opposition. However, in the fall of 1994 the party declared its

opposition to the president. This party represented serious opposition, and the Chairman

Olzhas Suleimenov was seen as a possible competitor for the presidency. The

government has made Suleimenov ambassador to Italy. At its third congress on October

14, 1995, the People's Congress announced a new political course. It has shifted from a

position of opposition to one constructive cooperation with state power. 21
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Fourth, a totalitarian model - strongly centralized, a vertical relations. The

members of those parties conducted a very active political struggle, participated in the

demonstrations, meetings, quarrels (Alash).22 The Kazak nationali t organizations

(Jeltoksan and Alash) advocate removing Russians from the country's economic and

pollical power structure. They demand the establishment of a democratic and legitimate

state. Some supporters of these groups advocate economic growth that promotes

development of small enterprises and control on the issues of foreign investment.

Jeltoksan takes its name from the Kazak word for December, which evokes the riot thal

broke out in Almaty in December, 1986. ieltoksan's members demanded the political

rehabilitation of the participants in the 1986 December events. Both ieltoksan and Alash

are real opposition, regarded by some as "uncontrollable".23

The traditional western political science's scheme of party classification is

loosely applied to Kazakstan. It is explained by a set of reasons. Kazak tan has never

had a long historical tradition of political pluralism. A multi-party system is very weak

and has more of a declarative feature of it. It is an artificial process of foundation of

some political institutions. According to party quantities, a party system of Kazakstan is

a multiparty system?4 Most of these parties and organizations have not created a

political impact within the broader community. However, some of them take an active

part in the political life of the republic, especially during election periods.

Some opposition forces have appeared in the republic since the 1994 elections.

Opposition parties developed in connection with social and economic crises, the decline

in worker productivity, the decline in the standard of living, the rise in crime, migration,

and a general moral crisis. In addition, the growth of opposition can be explained by the
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government's unsuccessful reform program, the strengthening of the role of executive

branch, and the controversial 1994 parliamentary election.25

Parties and Electoral System.

Although a pluralistic tradition is very weak in the society, all parties pursue an

idea of tolerance toward other parties, an adherence to multi-party system and

parliament work. However, there is a dangerous trend among certain leaders. They

believe that to be a democrat means to be in the opposition and compete with the ruling

authorities.

It was necessary to create parties that have had an electoral and parliament origin

In early 1994. There was a tendency to influence the elections and to provide an

electoral support to its own candidates and their election campaign. A confer nee "For

the Future of Kazakstan" took place in September 1994 in order to create a party of

economic freedom and liberal orientation.

The republic did not have a designated authority in power until 1995.

Throughout most of the time, Kazakstan had no legislature; the country was governed

through decree by the President and the Cabinet Ministers. A new constitution was

adopted by referendum, in August 1995, that concentrates power in the presidency,

permitting it to dominate the parliament, judiciary, and local government. Although,

many leaders of party organizations belonged to a higher state political elite. The state

president agreed to be the leader of the Union of People's Unity of Kazakstan in 1993.

There are other state leaders of high standing in charge of the party leadership. The
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regime's desire to structure and control the political representation of intere ts was

manifested during the 1994 parliamentary elections. This elections did not confonn the

requirements for democratic elections. There was a 'president's list" which included

representatives of the government. This was an attempt to ensure a strong presidential

coalition with the parliament. The members of the Democratic Party are mainly

members of the political elite, directors of large enterprise, and repre entatives of

ethnic cultural centers. Also the Democratic Party supports the president's strategy. It

demands a strong presidential government. The Socialist Party is the successor to the

fonner Communist Party. The Socialist party united more than 47, 000 members. It

mainly represents the nomenclatura [Soviet-era elite]. The goal of this party is the

creation of socialjuslice, freedom, and the solidarity of pL:ople. Its program supports the

democratization of society, pluralism, the development of political institutions,

economic refonn, and the preservation of ethnic harmony?6

Political opposition forces arose in late 1993. In IY94 they were ill a stage of

political counterelite formation. In other words, an opposition was ahle to claim high

state positions. An opposition still is lack of a strong influence. A weak means of

communication, a weak organizational infrastructure, and an absence or finance support

are the restrictive factors of its growth. For instance, there are different parties with

different means of communications. If a large and influential parties such as the Union

of People's Unity, the Party of People's Congress, the Socialist Party have their own

newspapers and magazines such as "Dayir ", "Narodnyi Congress" with 20, 000

circulation, and "RespubLika" in both Russian and Kazak languages, and an established

communication with their obLasts' organizations (branches), then other political
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structures, for the most part, do not have their own means of mass media, transportation,

etc.

At the same time, one cannot understate their influential capabilities.

Temporarily opposition does not have a complex program of how to lead the COllntry

out from its social-economic crisis. Two election campaigns to the Supreme Soviet took

place since 1985-1995. As it was stated earlier, some opposition forces have appeared in

the republic since the 1994 election. The main opposition parties and movements are:

A/ash, the Communist Party, the Socialist Party, the Peoples' Congress, Federation of

Profsyou-s [trade union], Birlesu [unification], and the Workers' Movement. The last

election was the parliamentary election: to the Senate and to the Ma;jilis. The

significance of this election is that 75 deputies out of 176 were elected by the party lists

including 30 deputies from the Union of People's unity of Kazakstan, 11 deputies from

the Trade Union Federation, 9 deputies from the People's Congress, X from the Social

Party, 4 from the Slavic movement "Lad", 4 from the Peasant's Union, etc. These

figures tell us that the tradition of pluralism has started in the republic. Instead of one-

party system, now there is a di verse representation according to different party

affiliation. Distribution of seats in the parliament is characterized by many poli tical

structures.

In this transition period Kazakstan has a majority election system. A majority

principle is the substance of western democracy. In this particular situation it stipulates

party enlargement, and stimulates party leaders to coordinate their activity. It is

witnessed by a trend before the 1994 parliament elections when a set of parties merged27

. I
mone.
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The parties themselves, however, were largely mono-national. This posed a

threat of a parliamentary split into different ethnic group . In order to prevent this

happening, the Law Concerning Elections provided that 135 members would be elected

on a one-vote basis in constituencies, while the rest (42) were to be nominated for

elections by the President. Although many objections were initially raised against the

scheme, it eventually proved to live up to the expectations that would catalyze

parliamentary procedures and invest in it a constructive spirit. Parliament was indeed

taking a constructive turn in maintaining a dialogue between the three branches of

power, pursuing the reform policies, and upholding the cause of human rights. The 1993

Parliament was dissolved. It can be argued that this event represents the first victory of

law over expediency in the history of the Republic. 28

The Political Parties and the Parliament

Political parties playa main role in the formation of central and local authorities.

However, not all parties take part in the formation of activities of parliament and

government. Furthermore, only parties that acquired deputy mandates as a result o!'

elections may participate in a parliament activities. Their number decreases when

talking about a party quantity members of which have formulated a government. A

participation of parties in government activity depends upon a party system that exists in

the country. Under the multi-party system a parliament's representation is given to a

several influential parties. Under the system that has one or two dominating parties, one

or two dominating parties obtain a majority of deputy mandates. A government is
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founded by more than two parties under the multi-party system, and a government

authority is usually concentrated in the hands of one party under the system that has one

or two dominant parties.

A struggle among the political parties reflects real political power distribution in

the society. Same thing occurs in the parliament. Parliament deputies unite into a party

groups, clubs, fractions, etc. This is the most important element of the parliament

mechanism that makes a motion within a parliament. 29

Interest Groups and Social Movements

Social movements and organizations seek not power but influence.

A movement does not have an organizational structure unlike a party. There is

no complex program of activity as well as defined political principle. It is often

founded in order to fulfill a certain goal. These goals are determined by a common

notions which are integrated with heterogeneous and contradictory social powers. 30

Social movements take on mass character, wh'ich makes them close to a social

organizations. At the same time, they differ. First of all, a social movement may not

have a structure. Second, a social organization is an organization of partisans. A social

movement unites with groups and trends in order to fulfill a certain goal but they differ

in their outlooks.

There are certain groups not included in government or party structure but are

able to influence political decisions (lobbyists, for instance). Trade unions have steady

but not main political functions.
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Social movements and organizations are latent political forces. Gradually, they

might transform in to an active political poweI.31

These movements and organizations (that are defined as pre sure or interest

groups) are joint individuals who express their demands under the common interest

influence. A group of people dominating over a certain activity field might compete

with governmental authorities to bring about politics.

How do they express demands and represent interests of people within a group?

Let's pay attention to a social basis. It is very diverse. There are representatives of

intelligence, clerks, students, women, and people of a certain professions. Consequently,

the problems and the demands are stipulated by a variety of social basis.

Political pluralism characterized by a multi-party system and a presence of social

movements and organizations began to form in Kazakstan. There is a positive trend in

the republic for those groups to be united under "the Round Table". The Independent

Trade Union Center of Kazakstan was an initiator or this idea. 32

Summary

Due to the novelty of subject, there was no comparative study of the political

system of Russia and Kazakstan. Both republics have been created as a result of the

dissolution of the former Soviet Union. Presumably, the basic political-economic shape

of the two countries are similar for that matter, but to a certai.n extent they may differ

from one another. However, those few materials sparked the researcher's interest to

explore the situation under the conditions of new political order. That is the task of the

next Chapter.

-
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CHAPTERID

METHODOLOGY

Scope of the Study

This study will investigate the opposition forces forming in Russia and

Kazakstan during the transition period. The main objective is to find out if they are

formidable political institutions that may effect the political decision-making processes.

The researcher also would like to know how the proces of political participation is

proceeding in different parts of Kazakstan.

Research Method

The research method of this study is to compare the political parties, and interest

groups, or social movements of both Russia and Kazkastan. To do so, the researcher

will employ the 1995 Kazakstan Parliament Election, the 1995/96 Russian Parliament

Election, and the 1996 Russian Presidential Election events. The strong - weak scale of

measurement will be used to assess the present issues.

To evaluate the level of political participation III Kazakstan, 5 point scale of

measurement will be employed. Because variables measured at the ordinal level are

more sophisticated than nominal-level variables because, in addition to continuing the

number of cases in a category, we rank the cases with respect to each other. Not only

can we say that one case is different from another; we can also say that one case is

higher or lower, more or less, than anotber. 1 The major limitation of the ordinal level of
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measurement is that a particular score represents only position with respect to some

other score, and the distance between the scores cannot be described in precise temls?

Data Collection and Its Lim italians

The researcher obtained the data from different sources. It is important to

underline that, unfortunately, very little primary data was available. However, some of

the data that has been employed came from Internet sources, some from recent Human

Development Report publications, some from western experts, some from Russian and

Kazak publications. As will be seen, most of the data are the secondary data.

Time Frame

The period covered in this study was December 23, 1991, the formation of the

Commonwealth of the Independent States out of the wreckage of the old USSR, until

1997.

Statement of the Problem

Any evaluation of government policies should include puhlic response as an

element. A crucial issue of this study is whether or not interaction can provide a

meaningful basis for the stab.lc development of opposition. Within a multi-ethnic

society, the intent and implementation of such policies are important.

An overall analysis would require an assessment of domestic political structures

(political parties, interest groups or social movements), and how we]) political pluralism
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is practiced. It offers possibilities for a comparative analysis of the opposition in Russia

and Kazakstan.

Statistics

The Report on Parliamentary Elections in Kazakstan (December 1995) says that

"these were first parliamentary elections held in Kazakstan since the 1994 elections

which was dissolved in March 1995 and the republic has been run hy the executive rul

since that time.")

Delegation members observed widespread practice of voters collecting and

casting multiple ballots per person during the elections to the lower house (Majilis).

Observers noted the process of signing for, and voting more than one ballot per

individual, to be prevalent in the majority of polling stations. 4

There appeared to be a general lack of information among voters regarding

candidates. A lack of standardized procedures between polling stations was observed

specifically relating to determining the validity of ballots, vote counts, etc. 5

The adoption of a number of ohserver recommendations from the 1994 elections

are believed to have somewhat improved the overall electoral process. Specifically, the

simplification of the candidate registration process, the increased ability for opposition

views to broadcast, more opportunities for candidates to obtain funds for their

campaigns (along with established accounting criteria), and the inclusion of independent

domestic observers groups. 6

Given the long period of time that the Government of Kazakstan has been

without a legislature, it would be an important achievement in building democracy in
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Kazakstan for a subsequent round of elections to eventually produce a new Supreme

Soviet.

Table 1. The Kazakstan Majilis

Percentage of women 13%

Internet Source on Kazakstan: General Information. Electoral System comments

the followi ng:

Voting system Direct election with absolute (and later simple) majority.

Elections arc deemed valid if at least 50% of the registered ejectors in each constituency

have voted. If no candidate obtains more than 50% of the votes of the participating

electorate, a second round is held within two months between the two leading

candidates. Simple majority then suffices for election, provided that this figure accoullts

7for at least 40% of the total votes.

Background and Outcome of Elections In March 1994, the first post-

independence general elections for the former unicameral Parliament took place. A year

later, Kazakstan's Constitutional Court invalidated this poll and declared the legislature
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illegal. President of the Republic Nursultan Nazarbayev thereupon announced the

dissolution of the Parliament and plans to rule by decree pending new elections. A

majority of the 177 Deputies challenged the dissolution.

On August 30, 1995, a new Constitution providing, inter alia, for a smaller

bicameral legislature was approved by popular referendum. On October 2, 1995, the

President announced the December election dates. The overall conduct of the polling

was overseen by the Central Election Commission. According to it, 2285 candidates

(128 self-nominated, 157 registered to parties or puhlic associations) ran for the 67

Majilis seats.8

Table 2. Results of the Elections

Second roundFirst round

......~-_ _.._----_._ _._- -_.__..__ _ -.- .
8,860,897 3,308,897registeredof

L-------..--~._- .
I Number

Ii electors

Voters 7,]53,443 (80.73%) 2,519,733 (76.15%) I

Blank nr void ballot papers 101,701 ~,248 ""-'-"-"-1
.........................................................................! ··· .. ······..···· ..····f············ ..·.. ·················· .
Valid votes 17,051,742 , 2,503,485

.........................................................................................................................................l .
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Table 3. Distrihution ofSeats According to Political Group

Kazakstan National Unity Party 1I

Democratic Party 7

Communist Party 2

Socialist Party 1

National Co-operative Party 1

National Congress Party of Kazakstan 1

23

Table 4. Distriblttion of Seats According to Se....

Men 158

Women 9

67

35
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Table 5. Distribution ofSeats According to Social Status and Profession

f.·.· ,....................•..........................•... ......... ;04•••• •••••••• , , •• , ••••• ,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,••••••• , .••• ~ •••••••••••••

i Heads of local administrations 19 1Heads of enterprises, ! 15
1 : I
~ . .

I& maslikhats : associations, funds & other I
l~_ :structures

fScientists, u-;;;-;;~;;ity- 10 iP-r-e-s-i-d~e~n-t--a-d~m-.-i-n'i~'i~~ii~n 10

Iprofessors & teachers ~ Ministries & Committees staff !

I ~ 1
1 Temporarily out of occupation 5 : Culture & Art 3 !

bus~Depart~~nt 2 i Engineers&:-Ec-;;no~ists ~-'-'-'2" ..J
I :
ILawyer IMilitary
! .i-:.._ ~ ~ __.._ _ _. ,............_.; __ _ -................ . _.-
I Pensioner I :

I. : .1 .

Political parties have their mam role in periods of elections, hecause they

nominate candidates, support them, and spend a lot of money and effort on election

. I)
campaIgns.

The regime's desire to structure and control the political representation interests

was manifested during the parliamentary elections which were held in March, 1994. It is

true that the 1994 elections did not confonn to the requirements for democratic

elections. In addition, there was a "president's list" which included representatives of
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the government. This was an attempt to ensure a strong presidential coalition with the

parliament. 10

Political pluralism in Kazakstan was limited and the government has controlled

the process off the development of a multiparty system through the registration and

election laws.

Tables 1-5 show the data concerning the 1995 elections for the lower house.

Shown below is the data for the Senate.

Table 6. The Kazakstan Senate

IMembers 47 Percentage

fT~------t4-Y~;;;- (half Ofth-;;t,~~~newa]
elecLed Senators' I

!
seats are renewed

every 2 years)

of 8%

12-1995

.................................................'1" .
Affiliation to JPU ,Yes !Affiliation dates 1993

1 I
..................................................' ·· ..· ··· ·· .. ····· .. ····1··· ..· ·..·..········ .. ····· ..· ..
Constituencies 20 multi-member !

(2 seats)
!

..................................................i 1 j

Voting System Indirect election by the local assemblies of the 14 regions and the

capital - two Senators from each. Majority and voter thresholds of 50% required for

each election in each constituency.
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Table 7. Distribution ofSeats According to Political Group

Kazakstan National Unity Party 6

Democratic Party 5

Socialist Party 1

National Co-operative Party 1

13

'I

Table 8. Distribution of Seats According to Sex

Men 43

Women 4

47

38
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Table 9. Distribution ofSeats According to Social Status and Profession

, ·· ··1
: Heads of local administrations 16 IPresident administration, 9

&!& maslikhats

Iassociations, firms, funds

~ Ministries, Committees

:--------.-----...-.-.J 'Constitutional Court staff __._+---I

~ Heads of enterprises, I7 IScientists, university professors 4
j :

& I ! & teachers

!other structures

2L~~~~.~..e department

: Trade unions

13 ICulture & Art

_·.._.._-_......_..t~_··_·~ ,.-------.-...- -_....
. 2 iMedical doctotS 1

[ Temporarily unemployed

______r r_~r••~ ..- ........n·.......~'_~~.~'.~-••~••~ ...... ..-__ ~~_-.--.-~'••~ .........rw"r_••_~.~.~·.~•••__ • ....._._ ••

On average, candidates for the Senate and the Majilis were between 40 and 60

year old. As it shown in the Tables 5 & 9 they represented different professions: doctors,

journalists, economists, politicians, lawyers, industrial and agricultural workers, and so

on. Generally speaking, the candidates for the senate arc officials of maslikhats.

Candidates represented 11 nationalities living in the republic. These include Kazaks,

Russians, Ukranians, Tatars, Belorussians, Koreans, Uzbeks, Germans, Poles, Jewish,

and Uighurs. ll
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From the Tables 3 & 7 one sees that political parties and social movements took

an active part in the nomination of their candidates. In sum 172 nomine s were

registered for the Majilis. The breakdown was: PNEK - 38, Democratic Party - 22,

Federation of Profsoyuz - 21, People's Cooperative Party of Kazakstan - 15,

Krest'yanskii Soyuz (Peasant's Union) - 13, Communist Party - 9, People's Congress

8, The Unity of Advocates - 5, Engineers' Academy - 3, Lad - 3, The Party of Jurists 

2, "Nevada-Semei" Movement - 2, The Unity of Writers - 2, The Unity of Enterprisers

- 2, Others - 1 from each party.12

The development of the party system is influenced by the presence of a strong

government. However, the opposition forces have appeared and gained strength since

the 1994 parliamentary elections. Opposition forces began to criticize the government

and the policies of the president. Criticism hy opposition elements was especially strong

in 1995 after such events as the disbanding of parliament and the Constitutional Coun

and the referendum of April 1995. These actions strengthened the executive hranch.

However, the opposition parties did not offer any framework that could serve as an

alternative to the political course of the government. 13

The 1996 Russian Presidential Elections

The 1996 Russian presidential poll was the country's second free presidential

election since the fall of communism. The tension, both domestic and international, over

who would win reached its zenith during the first round of the Russian presidential

elections on June 16. Eleven candidates were on the ballot, hut it was Yellsin and
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Zyuganov who grappled for the lead, commg in with 35 percent and 32 percent

respectively. But because neither candidate pulled in more than half the vote, the

elections went into overtime, and attention became riveted on former military General

Aleksander Lebed, 49, who surprisingly stole almost 15 percent of the support. People

began to speculate about which side he would root for, now that he was out of the

game. J4

But the sllspense did not last very long. Within two days, he was among the

many supporters that walked over the Yeltsin team after the incumbent president fired

his defense secretary and other top officials. He gave Lebcd the high-ranking posts of

security advisor and Security Council secretary, and observers say the aggressive Lebed

and his support almost certainly helped garner Yeltsin's win.

Supporters held their breath when Yeltsin rumored to be ill, disappeared from

the puhlic eye just days before the final ballot, but they had little cause to worry. The

idea of returning to communism turned off more than half of the voters, who voted 54

percent to 40 percent for Yeltsin's status quo against Zyuganov's promises of

communist tradition.

Despite the fact that the elections would dramatically im pact the turn , the

government would take into the next century, fewer of the country's 106 million voters

went to the polls than expected - 67 percent in the last round com par d to about 69

percent in the first. 15
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Table 10. The 1996 Russian Presidential Elections

! Boris Yeltsin ! 35.3% 53.8%

;--~----_._----_.__.._._----+---............
~ Oennady Zyuganov (KPRF) ! 32.0 40.2

j j•••••.• u .(

j Aleksandr Lebed (KRO) ! 14.5 j

IOrigory Yavlinsky (Jabloko) 1 7.3

~ Vladimir Zhirinovsky (LDPR) 15.7
,....._.. ._.~.----+---
. Others 13.8
~ ;. •• u ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :

The 1995/96 Russian Parliament Elections

Altogether 43 political parties have submitted applications to run in

parliamentary polls. The registration of 14 parties including pnme Minister Viktor

Chernomyrdin's centrist central block Our Home IS Russia, and President Boris

Yeltsin's key opponents - communists agrarians and ultra-nationalists - have already

been announced.

Besides Derzhava and Yabloko one other group has heen barred from the

election, the smaller Democratic Russia and Free Trade Union block of independent

candidates. It is appealing. President Yeltsin has said he will campaign not to allow

communists and ultra-nationalists to win a majority in the Duma, whose 450 scats wiH

be contested. Russia's democrats and liberals are split into several groups and parties.

But Yabloko was one of the few wi th a good chance of cleari ng the 5% barrier to

winning seat') in the Duma. Under the Russian electoral system half of the deputies are
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elected on party lists and the other 225 in individual con tituencies. That means

Yabloko and Derzhava candidates still appear able to run without party affiliation in the

individual constituencies. \6

The Russian Parliament - The Federal'noe Sobranie (Federal Assembley) has

two chambers. The Gosudarstvenaya Duma (State Duma) has 450 members, elected for

four year term, 225 members elected in single-seat constituencies and 225 members by

proportional representation. The Sovet Federatsii (Federation Council) has In

members: 2 delegates for each region.

Table 11. The 1995 Gosudarstvennaya Duma: Distribution of Seats According 10

PoliticaL Party Members

·_····_--~··_···-·_···_··_·---~~--·r·_··---r----;

December 16, 1995 % 450 ~

··K·;·~·~·~·~i~·ti~h~sk·~y·~"p~;:i·Y·~·Ro~·~ii·;koj···F~'d'~'~'~l~'ii"··"i(PR·F··········· ···22j······ ···i··s·;./"····:

-.- ------.----.~-~-.-- - - 1-._.................. . _ .
Liberal' no-Demokraticheskaya Patriya Rossii LDPR L1.2 51

Nash Dom - Rossiya NDR 10.1 51

Partiya Economicheskoi Svobody

-- .-----_._._----_..._._.....__.._---- ----- _._--_.- ---_......;

Yabloko Yabloko 6.9 45 I
........................................................................................-- - - - -.. - "
Zhensh'inyRossii ZR 4.6 3 ~

··p~rt·iy~·s~~·~~p~~~j"~~iy·~·T~·dy~~h;·j·kh~y~·························psf········ ··4·.·6········
I
···j············j

! 1 .-----"----------·-t--+ :
l-A_g_r_ar_n_.a__ya_'_p_ar__t_iy_a_R_O_s_S_ii . ~APR _n20_1

Partiya Rossiiskogo Edinstva I Soglasiya PRES I 0.4 I I :

PES 0.1 1
I :

.............................................................................................................................. 1.. -1-- )

part_iy_a_·L_U_bl_·te_l_e.l_·p_i_v_a . J PLP i 0.6 ._L_I
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Table 11. J Distribution of Seats According to Interest Groups and Movements
Members

! Kongress Russkikh Obsh' in ~ KRO 14.3 5

~ 4.5

Vpered, Rossiya 1.9 3

9

1.4

1.6Vlast' Narodu! :VN

-------~------~._._._~-.........,----~.;..,~ .._.~ .......,...,_.,.._-,~~ ....~....;...-,_ ......_~ .-..'......--...........
Pamfilova-Gurov-Vladimir Lysenko I PGL 1 1.6 2

........................................................................................... , ~ (10 •••- .

Profsojuzy I Promyshlcnniki Rossii - Sojuz Truda 1 PPR-ST 1 1.6

... ............................~_...........A .: ~ •

Konstructivno Ekologicheskoye Dvizhenie Rossii IKedr

Blok Ivana Rybkina 1 BIR . 1.1 3
,--_.__.__ _ • : _. •.i__•__ • ....

Blok Stanislava Govorukhina : BSG 1 J.O 1

~~Oy~o;echcSi~~;··············:__=: __~~=~~=~_::=~M~~__:l_i:~: •••. :~:
Obsh'ee Delo IOD !0.7

: :

Musul' manskoye Dvizhenic "Nur" : NUR 10.6
. .

""'Preobrazhenie Otechestv·;;..-·-..-·--·--..-------..--- . ·PO···_ ·- ·~-i)~5- ---- ..
..............................,. " ., ;;. .

Blok Nezavisimykh !BN I0.1

89 (89 Regionov Rossii)
.................................................................................................................................... ., .0. .:, .

189 ~ 0.1

l----------------.-----_. -.0-,.--..-.--.....--. ----
Against all parties ~ - \ 2.8

r'~'---~ .-_._._-
Invalid ballots ::1.9

~~~-~fll;~t~--_-rL,7~.
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Political Orientation of Kazakstan Regions (Oblasts)

When the oblasts administrations were asked to provide the Kazkastan

Institution for Development with the data on the local political situation. som

sociological surveys were held in different oblasts. 17 Since this research's interest is on

the political parties, interest groups, or social movements, the researcher decided to pick

that particular data. According to the sociological surveys taken place in Semipa]atinsk

oblast, it was discovered that there are 5 political parties: Social and Communist Parties,

Party of People's Unity, Party of People's Congress, and People-Cooperative Party.

The Socialist Party is very popular in Aktubinsk oblast. Its ohlast organization

has 1100 members. Overall political activity is weak, especially in rural areas.

The Union of People's Unity of Kazkastan, the People's Congress, "Azat"

Movement, and the National Democratic Party have an influence in Atyrau ohlasl. The

oblasts' ethnic group representation is very diverse. That is why there are lots or

German, Korean, Bolgarean cultural unions. Political parties and social movements'

activity is weak..

Slavic social movements ("Lad", "Russkoye Zcmlyachestvo", Ukranian cultural

center) are active in Mangystau. There are 6 parties, 3 social-political movements, II

national-cultural centers. The most influential political movement is "Parasat" consists

of 5000 members, which is Kazak movement.
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Overall political involvement measured in We tern Kazakstan is not active, only

3-4%, in urban area - 7-9%. Population's trust in different parties and groups were

measured by 5 point scale. These are the results of the survey present d in Table 12.

Table 12. Urals'k City

~;'Lad" ----~!2.7 Communist Party ···__····,J~.67
............................................................+ ········.. ···· 1
Oblast's Trade Union 1 2.65 Independent Trade Unions 2.54!

1 I

~~~~-yo-v-·~-~~t~~I_~·.-~~··~~:::a~:,~~-P·l_·~_;·~-~~;~=h:~=
:-;-·-'A-z-at;-;·-----..··..~·+-2-.2-3--l-·--·-_· __.._~_·_-····-I·_ ....--.-

Table 12.1. Northern Districts

2.8 . Social Party 2.63 I
+----~-------f_.

.-----_.._--......,...--..,------
Communist Party

Oblast's Trade Unions 2.62 Independent Trade Unions 2.5 ..................................................................... ··· ·..· ·t.. ·· ···· · · ····· · ·..·.. ··· · )
~nlnnOf.~c~~I.~~.. ~.: ..~.~.~ ..~.~ ==2t·.:~:.~:.: ~.?~ !
"Parasat" 2.2 Cossaks'Movement 2.18 !
:;A~at" _ _.- _._ _ -.... ·2~..i·2·.... ..._ - _ _ _ ·· _ ·1

.- - __ --_........- -~..-~.-.- ." "'~_.~ - __.~~ ~ ~ __ _- :

Table 12.2. SOl/them District

..;·;A~~t;; ....·..·..·..·.. ····· .. ·· .. ·· .. ··· ..·.. ···· .. ···· ....·r·i4·6·.. ··· ..6bi~;t;~T~~d~\j~i~~ ..........··..3·jl··.. ·~
I :

.........................................................................J ~

"Parasat" j 3.21 Union of People's Unity 3.21 ~
........................................ · ·····.··· ..· · 1 ·.. ··· ..·· ..·······i
Independent Trade Unions j 3.13 Communist Party 2.93 ~

l :
~----~._---_. . .-.+.._- - .~--.-.-.". ----<

Social Party ----b-t"Lad" 2.44 :

Cossaks'movement- 12.18 -_. .. ---.
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From Tables 12-12.2. it can be concluded that in party preferences ethnic

breakdowns playa great role. The reason is that the northern part of Kazakstan consists

of Russian speaking population, and the southern part. of Kazakstan can ists of Kazak

speaking population. 18 That is why social movements like "Azat" and "Parasat" have

high ranking in the South - 3.46 and 3.21 respectively, and "Lad" and Cossaks'

Movement obtain the ~owest rank - 2.44 and 2.18 respectively. "Lad" has the highest

ranking - 2.7 in Ural'sk city and Communist Party - 2.8 and "Parasat" and "Azat" have

the lowest - 2.2 and 2.12 in the North.

The Cossack movement is active i.n 9 (9 is out of old 19 districts, not from

modifi.ed 14, because some districts were merged by the government's decision). This

organization advocates the creation of a military complex, which could be used to

"protect" the Russian speaking population in case of socio-economic instability. I 19

There is a decrease in the political activity of Taldykurgan and Kyzyl Orda

oblasts. As of June 1, 1995 there are 5 political parties and X9 intcrest and social groups

and movements in Almaty ohlast. SOllthern Kakzastan has [30 socio-p()liticalunits, 9 of

them art~ parties and movements, 11 cultural centers, 13 trade 1I nions, and other social

groups. The Socialist Party has 16,000 members. The Republican Party has more than

2,000 members, The Party of People's Congress - 2,000, and The Communist Party 

2,000.

Northern Kazakstan experienced an increase in the political participation of

population. This oblast has 4 parties: The People's Congress, People's Unity,

Communist Party, and People's Cooperative Party. There are also 3 movements 

"Lad", "Support for the Eurasian Union", and "Zemlyachestvo".
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Torgai reg10n has 85 political social UnIons. It includes 4 parties, 2 social

movem~nts, 15 different beneficial funds, 14 trade unions. etc. Akmola oblast has 6

parties, 9 national cultural centers. 25 political partie, interest groups, and social

movements were registered in Pavlodar oblast. But the membership is not significant.

The Communist party members' number ranges from 250 to 280, The Peoples

Congress - 400-450.

Tables

The tables given include a breakdown of the political party, interest group, or

social movements. Percentages were tabulated for each party, group or movement of

each country or region (0bla..c;;t).

Limitations

This study strictly focused on the content of different elections and survey in

different oblasts. Because not all districts provided the data this was not sufficient to

cover every aspect in every region.
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CHAPTER IV

FTNDINGS

General

This thesis is an attempt to investigate the political organizations (political

parties, interest groups, or social movements) of Kazakstan. The main objective is to

find out how strong or weak the opposition forces arc. Specifically, the study was

concerned whether or not those new forces may impact political decision-making under

the current regime. To do so, the researcher has decided to make comparison between

the political organizations of Kazakstan and Russia.

The research method of this study was one of the technique of comparative

analysis employing the strong - weak scale. In order to estimate how new opposition

forces are popular within the entire territory of Kazakstan, the 5 point scale has been

used.

This chapter will discover the main findings based on the research done in the

previous chapter. One will find the similarities, and the differences in the political

oppositions of Kazakstan and Russia. Also, the study will discover whether the

Kazakstan opposition is strong or weak and how popular (within the scale of 5) those

forces are among the population.
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The opposition in Kazkastan and Russia: similarities and differences

Before any further discussion, a few issues are to be taken into consideration.

The reason the researcher picked Russia for the purposes of this analyses is that hoth

Russia and Kazakstan have the same ideological background, both occurred as the result

of the former USSR wreckage. That is to say these republics have many things in

common. It is their past experience under a centralized government, mono-party system

and so on. At the same time, for these very reasons they differ. Russia then became a

"successor" for the old USSR with all the consequences. Also there is a room to

speculate that Russia would have had a political tradition, before the Bolshevics. This

means the way two republics experience opposition is different. Russian opposition

tends to be stronger, and Kazkastan opposition tends to be weaker, Kazakstan is not

used to oppose. Only now, bit by hit, there is a tendency for Kazkastan opposition to

show up. The researcher believes, it is explained by the urcoming 2000 Presidential

Elections. Table 10. shows how the 1996 Russian Presidential Electi on campaign went.

First of all, there were many candidates. Second of all, it was so competitive that there

was a need for the second round. Kazakstan has not ever had a presidential elections

similar to this Russian election. Only this upcoming 2000 elections make one hope to

see what kind of opposition Kazakstan has. To strengthen the point the re earcher has

employed the data on the 1996 Russian Presidential Elections (Table I0) along with the

1995/96 Russian Parliament Elections (Tablell) simply because there is nothing 10

show and compare with Kazakstan. That is why instead of comparing only the 1995
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Kazakstan Parliament Elections (Tables 3 & 5 ) and the 1995/96 Russian Parliament

Elections the researcher assumed it is relevant to include the data on the 1996 Russian

Presidential Elections (Table 10 ).

There are lots of other different factors for the Kazakstan oppo ition to be

weaker. Both republics ethnically are diverse. Both republics have vast territories, but

they are not populated equally. Kazakstan has roughly 17 million people while Russia

has 148,195,000 (1995) which means that Kakzastan population density is among the

lowest in the world. That is why the correlation of political participation is different.

According to the 1997 Human Development Report. Northern and SOllthern Kazakstan

are the most populated areas (the population density is 7.4 and 9 persons per square

kilometer respectively), but Southern Kazakstan is the least economically developed

region. l Northern Kazkastan tends to be more Russian speaking region and Southern

part tends to be more nati ve language (Kazak) speaking region. These two I"actors

(economic development and ethnicity) expl.ain the level 01" political participation in the

republic. In the scale of 5 point measurement Table 12.2 shows that parties and

movements such as "Azat" and "Parasat" have the highest rank in the 5 point scale

(3.46 and 3.21 respectively) and "Lad" and Cossaks' Movement have the lowest (2.44

and 2.18 respectively) in Southern part. Tables 12 & 1.2. J show that "Lad" ha.'i the

highest rank - 2.7 in Urals'k city, and the Communist Party - 2.8, and the lowest - 2.2

for "Parasat" and - 2.12 for "Azat" in Northern part. 2 Nevertheless, overall evaluation

of Kazakstan opposition forces suggests it is weak. It is seen from the 5 point scale of

measurement none of the parties, or groups, have rcached neither 3.5 nor 4.

I

"
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Summary

The institutions of political parties and organizations and an electoral system

playa great role in the new political systems of Russia and Kazakstan. However, one

must not overstate that there is a completed party system in Russia as well in Kazakstan.

That would have been an early assumption.

Russian and Kazakstani parties differ by program goals, a political orientations,

an organizational structure, and methods (which were not the purpose of this study to

investigate on). It is often impossible to classify them as the "rights-lefts", the

"conservatives-liberals". Sometimes one cannot include a religious, an ethnical, a

professional interests in to this scheme. Consequently, a set of parties might share

common positions on many social-economic issues but might disagree on the issues of

religion, state, national and other problems. 3

Since the economic problem is the primary problem amI it is necessary to lead

the country out from its current crisis, one starts to classify political forces according to

their social-economical and political reformation. 4

A common feature for both Russia and Kazkastan is that political opposition call

offer their own programs of reforms on how to lead the countries out from the crisis

that differs from those of governments. For instance, the parliament's opposition lead by

the Russian "Progress" group have suggested an alternative reforms program in 1994.

Its main distinctions are following:
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• Not in agreement with the government on privatization methods;

• Strengthening a social bias of reforms;

• Slowing down the process of reformation of kolkhoz and sovkhoz (collective

and joint farms);

• A restoration of state control over state property;

• A different approaches in the quest for drastic measures on how to handle the

inflation.

The most significant difference is to refuse the recommendations of the

International Currency Fund. Because, according to the opposition, it might lead

to a social burst and a catastrophe. 5

The political opposition of Russia has a stronger position. For instance, the State

Duma has a strong fractions of the Communist Party, the Agrarian Party, Yavlinsky

block, "Democratic Russia", the LiberaCDemocratic Party (the LDPR) (Tables II &

11.1 ).

The reason the LDPR obtained significant support from the population of

Russia is simple, peopIe were in favor of "simple" prescriptions to solve a complex

social problems. 6

Considering the election results within one mandate district it was revealed that

the representatives of socialist trend wcre more influential in the State Duma: "Russia's

Choice" (Vybor Rossii) had a bit less (103 against] I 1), the parties of liberal trend have

gotten 130 seats ("PRES" - 29, "Yahloko" - 28, DPR - 17, LDPR 66).
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

General

This chapter is a summary of research methodology and findings. This chapter

will also include the recommendations and forecast. It will also give an overall

conclusion on the validity of the researcher's thesis. Is the Kazakstani opposition strong

or it is weak when comparing to those of Russia? What are the limitations and what are

the suggestions for the research?

Methodology

The problem of either support or opposition toward authorities in Kazakstan is

closely connected to the activity of social-political movements and groups. In general,

the republic's social-political movements adequately reflect those deep processes that

are taking place in Kazakstan. 1 From the previous chapter's evaluation it is seen that

population's politization level is not very high (within the scale of 5 the mean average

for Northern and Southern parts of Kazakstan was 2.41 and 2.94 respectively).

Discussion of Findings

For the last 50 years, after the 1930's cruel government policies, resistance to the

authorities did not acquire mass characteristics in Kazakstan. One might recall the 1979

events in Tselinograd (now Aqmola, which is now the new capital of the Republic in

Northern Kazakstan), or the 1986 December events in Alma-Ata (now AJmaty, the old
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southern capital). The distinct peculiarities of those events are that the main mass of

those who did protest against authorities consisted of hoth students' and workers' youth.

Kazak and Kazakstani intellectuals kept silent, or w re self-flagellant and were looking

for scapegoats, or "the people's enemy". 2 The nomenclature was urprisingly quiet

because of their subordination to Moscow.

Is there any opposition to the existing power, to the president's policy? If yes,

how influential it is?

According to some scholars, there is opposition to the government, and to its

policies. But there is no strong and wide opposition to the president's and government's

policies on the issues of social welfare, even though the population experiences a very

hard time right now. The parties and the movements critique the reform of the

government.

1t is early to discuss any very seriolls opposition 10 Kazakstan. One might

seriously consider opposition as rcal power only when the questions uf property will he

solved and there will be a demand for pursuing interests of certain social strata. The

governments of the former Soviet Union had to deal with the unsteady, impulsive

masses who do not have a wide social basis and a strong support. 3 That is to say the

Kazakstan opposition is weak.

Future Forecast and Recommendations

According to different scholars, in the nearest future PNEK and DPK will be

influential forces within and outside the parliament. These parties are closely connected
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with the Kazakstan political elite. Both are parliamentary parties and both support the

reforms undertaken by the president. They will probably be the most significant parties

in Kazakstan.4

If one is to give a prognosis in perspective, one might see a huge likelihood for

the "heterogeneous" rival institution to be established. Each party will ohtain "its own"

electorate and will have a program reflecting interests of its own social group, strata.

class.5

For Russia, as well as for Kazakstan, a political parties standing on a centristic

positions are more acceptable, because their policy would differ by their stability and

predictability. However, an attempt to create mass centristic organizations from the top

did not succeed in Kazakstan (the Union of People's Unity, the Democratic Party, for

example). Russia experienced an analogical situation. Perhaps, it is explained by the

current crisi . and an ideology of centrism which is no longer popular among

constituents, and leadns who pursue tho.'e ideals fail to win during the elections. Also it

is worth mentioning Ihat both Russia and Kazakstan do nol have a stahle social base for

a centric political organizations today.t'i

A centrism's social basis as a political trend in western democracy that stipulates

its position durability is a strong and numerous middle class - a category that

encompasses a wide range of small and middle enterprise owners, intellectuals, etc. In

the West the middle class is numerous. That is why it influences the political process

development and gives a steady centric orientation to it. 7
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Summary

• Political parti s in Kazakstan are generally small and nearly unknown olltside major

cities. There are six political parties officially represented in the Kazakstani Parliament.

Three of these parties - the Party of People's Unity, the Democratic Party, and the,

People's Cooperative Party - are pro-presidential. Two small opposition parties, the

separatist and the communist parties have seats in Parliament. Outside of parliament,

smal.l Kazak ethnic and Slavic ethnic parties are active in some cities. Party affiliation

plays little role in local Kazakstani politics, where personal and family ties are more

. 8
important.

• By the beginning of 1997, Kazakstan had in place important elements of

participatory democracy. Citizens enjoy basic rights to free speech, press and

assembly; however, some rights are resuicted hy complicated bureaucratic

requirements and an imperfect legal system. The government generally

respects the human rights of its citizens.')
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